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Right now, Planet Earth is experiencing pretty much the same thing, having been separated from its 
normal routines, activities, relationships, etc. 
The World is being told that it's experiencing a pandemic, and governments (to a greater degree or 
lesser degree) have taken steps to "protect" their populations against a disease that has caused the 
World Health Organization (WHO) to "declare" that a global pandemic exists.

Whether or not a viral pandemic exists or existed is a topic for another rant. For this one however, I'd 
like to discuss the difference between a "casedemic" and a "pandemic", a concept with which I've only 
recently become familiar.

A pandemic was always defined (by the WHO) thus, "An influenza (or other infectious disease) pandemic
occurs when a new influenza virus appears, against which the human population has no immunity, 
resulting in several simultaneous epidemics worldwide, with enormous numbers of deaths and illness". 
However, in 2009, just a month before the H1N1 pandemic was declared (by the WHO), the WHO 
altered its published definition of pandemic to read, "An influenza pandemic may occur when an 
influenza virus appears against which the human population has no immunity". 
References to the degree/numbers of deaths and illness were removed from the definition. European 
councils suggested that WHO changed its definition of pandemic in order that it might declare a 
pandemic when, according to its own, prior definition, none actually existed.

Such accusations may be speculative, but one wonders especially now, why the "pandemic" that is being
"treated" and responded to, has not the associated deaths and illness, but extraordinarily large numbers
of "cases". Previously, numbers of cases were determined by the medical community when one 
presented with symptoms of the disease and was treated, successfully or unsuccessfully, resulting in 
illness and recovery, or illness and death. 
Today however, illness and death have been removed from the very definition, and "cases" are not even
being determined by the medical community to which sick people might present themselves for 
treatment, but by governments (using the medical communities) conducting testing for the presence of 
viral particles, or fragments of viral particulars: the RT-PCR test. 

In many, many instances, governments are mandating testing and determining numbers of cases based 
on those test results. Testing, while not yet being mandated for entire populations, has become 
mandatory for participation in many “normal” areas of societal life; showing up for work, going to 
school, receiving routine or even seriously needed medical care, participation in organized/professional 
sports, attending events, interstate travel right here in the US, visiting sick or elderly family members, 
and even being able to be with family members - kids and elderly parents! - as they receive medical 
treatment and/or advice.

But are positive test cases, the numbers of which are coming from governments, and not from the 
experiences of medical communities, the determinant of whether or not Planet Earth is experiencing a 
pandemic? Are their lots of sick people all over the place because humans have no immunity to this 
particular infectious disease? While I will not be so bold as to ask you to believe your lying eyes, I will 
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believe mine and say, “No. There are not”. There ARE however, a large number of “positive RT-PCR tests
(PCR test)”, these being called “cases”, and they seem to be “on the rise”. How and why, and what does 
it mean? 

Here is the premise upon which all of what we are experiencing exists... “a positive PCR test, is a Covid-
19 patient”. Therefore, anyone with a positive PCR test is required to quarantine, usually for 14 days, or 
until a negative test is produced. Has anyone noticed that the requirement for a positive test is not 
medical treatment, but quarantine? The reasons for that are manifold, and they are all pertinent to our 
point, but here I will list just a couple of them. 

First, Covid-19 is not a deadly disease. As articulated brilliantly in a mock game-show question, Del 
Bigtree1 approaches the matter thus, “If Covid is a deadly virus, what should we see when cases 
increase?” According to Aristotelian logic, the answer is obvious... and increase in deaths. But that is not 
what we are seeing, anywhere in the world. 

Another reason that the prescription for a positive test is not medical treatment, is that as many of 94% 
of those with positive tests, Are Not Sick! Governments and media, perhaps in an attempt impress us 
and/or distract us, are describing this with the medical term, “asymptomatic”... a big word for not being 
sick. In order to make it appear as though these people may still be contributing to the “pandemic”, 
what is being asserted is something called “asymptomatic transmission”. This is the idea that even if 
you're not sick, you can make someone else sick. In other words, everyone with a positive PCR test, is a 
“Typhoid Mary”. 2

In order to understand this thing clearly (and then come to some difficult questions about how it is 
being orchestrated and by whom), one must understand the test that is being used, its origins, its uses, 
what it can and cannot determine... lotsa stuff.  In a very simple, short, easy to understand video, you 
can learn about PCR testing here, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_1Z8cSXI-Q&feature=emb_logo 
As a matter of fact, PCR test usage for determining infection is a misuse of the test, according to the 
scientist whom won a Nobel Prize for is its discovery. Kary Mullis, who shared a Nobel Prize in 1993 for 
the development of his PCR test, warned “against this technique ever being used for diagnosis due to 
the complexity and of the process and because of a relatively high rate of false positive results if 
performed on asymptomatic individuals as well as with false negative results”. 3

Many months ago, I sent you some information from a Stanford prof who was talking about doing mass 
antibody testing, in order to find out who's had the Covid-19 infection already, because then we could 
determine how close to “herd immunity” we were coming. Now, sadly, our top infectious disease 

1 https://www.brighteon.com/1812f454-131a-48f8-acfb-d481f36b7ed0 

2 Many assumptions about Mary have been made. Typhus is a salmonella, and she was a cook. Perhaps she was 
an asymptomatic carrier, or perhaps she was shabby in the kitchen. Additionally, during Mary's “tenure”, three 
people died of typhus.  https://www.britannica.com/biography/Typhoid-Mary

3 https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/covid-19-testing-pcr-a-critical-appraisal/  
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“experts”, in fact the top infectious disease voice in the US, the head of the National Institute of Health's
Infectious Disease division, Dr. Anthony Fauci, says that the world will never reach herd immunity 
without a vaccine.4 I've written about this with the subject line, “Fauci denies God”.  ugh

Now, in late 2020, we're not even trying to find out who's had the virus, nor who's immune. We are 
rather trying to find out who's got some trace of some particle from the virus, and then removing them 
from society with quarantines. I don't have to tell you what this “avoidance” of other humans has and is 
costing... businesses closing, schools closing, entire industries closing, people panicked, fear and anxiety 
at all time highs, suicides and domestic child/spousal abuse at all time highs, alcohol and drug abuse at 
all time highs, world economies, including the US' in the tank... and why? 

Well you'll have to determine why for yourselves, but I can tell you how. We're having a “casedemic” 
and not a pandemic and not coincidentally (in my opinion), with a redefinition from a World agency with
no enforcement power but great influence. WHO is a UN branch, by the way. 

I link here an article entitled, “Asymptomatic 'Casedemic' Is a Perpetuation of Needless Fear”.5 This is 
actually where I got the world casedemic! In this article you can read in a more academic fashion, much 
of what I have told you. My goal here is to point out some of the lies that are coming at you... from 
WHO, from NIAID, from the media, from our government... ugh

Please keep yourselves informed. Please stand for the Truth. Please share what you know with others 
who don't yet know, even if it will make you unpopular with them... the Truth is worth that, no? 

Pastor

4 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fauci-herd-immunity-coronavirus-vaccine/ 

5 https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/19/covid-testing-fraud-fuels-casedemic.aspx 
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